Sonance is the dealer’s choice for landscape audio and has lead the category as an industry expert. From the pioneers of performance landscape audio comes the next generation of SLS speakers and subwoofers. Redesigned and engineered for ultimate performance in any outdoor space, new SLS paves the way for premium audio in shared outdoor environments.

With the introduction of the Sonance Laminated Core Transformer with adjustable taps, Sonance Landscape Series speakers and subwoofers can be configured for 70V/100V or 8 Ohm system designs, allowing flexible output to cater to specific listening zones. Sonance Landscape Series continues to push outdoor audio performance to the next level.
Sonance Landscape Series

Key Features

Aesthetics
• Designed to mimic landscape lighting and blend within landscape surroundings
• Color-molded composite construction won’t chip, peel or fade over time
• Wide dispersion grille pattern

Performance
• Part of a scalable system that delivers perfectly even coverage and unequalled sonic performance throughout any space
• Sonance Laminated Core Transformer
• 70V/100V or 8 Ohm configuration allow for flexible landscape designs

Installation
• 1/2” NPT male mounting threads enable flexible mounting options

Environmental
• UV-resistant composite enclosure
• Robust construction designed to handle extreme conditions
• Rust-proof protective grille

Optional Landscape Series Accessories

- High Dispersion Grille Pattern
- 1” Tweeter
- Adjustable Transformer Tap
- Sonance Laminated Core Transformer
- True 4 1/2” and 6 1/2” Driver Sizes
- Enhanced Mounting Knuckle Design
- Laminar Flow Port
- Rotational Molded Enclosure
- Santoprene Surround / Polypropylene Cone
- Die Cast Aluminum Woofer Basket
- Adjustable Transformer Tap
- Sonance Laminated Core Transformer

LS4T SAT SKU 93369 MSRP $350 EA
LS6T SAT SKU 93370 MSRP $550 EA
LS12T SUB SKU 93371 MSRP $2,000 EA
LS15T SUB SKU 93372 MSRP $3,000 EA
HS12T SUB SKU 93373 MSRP $2,000 EA

19” GROUND POST SKU 92925 MSRP $60 EA
9” GROUND STAKE SKU 92924 MSRP $20 EA
TREE MOUNT SKU 92927 MSRP $40 EA
SURFACE MOUNT SKU 92926 MSRP $30 EA